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Research Mobile technology enables people to carry out
business-related, consumer-related and leisure-related

activities on the move. A large number of businesses and
organizations are exploring ways to tap into the

opportunity offered by mobile technologies. Some of the
most innovative uses of mobile technologies are: Making
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electronic payments on the go Accessing emails, banking
and other services when on the move Shopping online on

the move Conducting business negotiations from the
office to the store The mobile technology market is

expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of over 22% to reach $216 billion by 2010. The

growth of mobile technology is driven by factors
including: Rapid growth of the mobile data markets

Expansion of the Internet Broadband data services High
customer demand for mobile information services
Increase in the use of entertainment media Mobile

Computing – mobile computing is the act or the process
of providing computing functionality in a mobile

environment. The computing device can be a laptop,
mobile phone, a handheld device or a personal digital
assistant (PDA). Every device is an example of Mobile
Computing device. It runs with a software operating

system and supplies the end user with the same core of
functionality as desktop based computers. In a mobile

environment, computing devices have to perform various
functions.
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the original mobile computing (1st edition) textbook
book was published in 2002 and continues to provide
new ideas, ways of thinking, and trends in the field of

mobile computing. students appreciate the presentation
of content in a casual, conversational manner, which

allows them to focus on the ideas rather than the format.
additionally, the book continues to be cited, downloaded,

and used in classrooms, universities, and corporate
environments. rajkamal's book on mobile computing

appeared at a time when mobile devices were a novel
and disruptive technology. in these years, personal

mobile devices have become ubiquitous and even basic,
allowing workers to access and use remote data while at

the workplace. furthermore, vast use of mobile and
wireless technologies has resulted in the emergence of

novel applications for mobile computing: field
inspections, delivery, monitoring, international trade,

and security. traditional land line and wireless networks
are now merging with each other and with user
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technologies, such as web-enabled smartphones, to
create a comprehensive internet infrastructure.

furthermore, numerous applications for on-demand
computing have emerged. the second edition of mobile
computing is a comprehensive treatment of the theory

underlying mobile computing and introduces students to
the design and implementation of a wide variety of

mobile information applications. topics covered include
cellular architecture, traditional base stations and their

evolution towards more advanced architectures,
signaling protocols, localization, handovers, and security

protocols. the detailed coverage of air-interface
architectures, standards, and protocol stacks, in addition

to the applications of the latest mobile computing
technologies, is complete. 5ec8ef588b
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